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2 buildings, graduation up in the air
by Sandra Pedicini
....

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

-

Construction progresses on the Art Complex, behind the Humanities and Fine Arts
Building. The building should be done in time for the fall semester.

By the start ofthe next academic year,
two new buildings should be completed
and construction on another should be
underway.
The administration had been hoping
that students graduating this spring
would be part of first commencement
ceremonies in the UCF Arena, formerly
called the Fieldhouse.
But this looks doubtful because the
building is not scheduled for completion
until June 23.
While administrators had considered
having students graduate in the complex,
the school runs a liability if it permits
occupancy of the building before it is
officially completed.
At press time, it was unsure where
commertcement would be._It may be in

the gymnasium as usual, and this could
mean four graduation ceremonies,
according to Provost Richard Astro .
Ceremonies may be in the Orlando
Arena, UCF President Steven Altman
told the student senate Thursday.
If they are held in the UCF Arena,
there would be room for 5,650 spectators, _
as c9mpared with 2,450 in the
gymnasium, said Barth Engert,
commencement committee chair.
' The Arts Complex is scheduled for
completion Aug. 1.
,
Construction began on the building in
April. It will boast such features as a 500seatlecture hall, an art gallery, a ceramics
and sculpture workshop area, computer
graphics areas, offices, lecture rooms and
large studios.
Site preparation for the Student Union
see CONSTRUCTION page 4

SG passes $46,000 budget
deSpite proposal to hold off
by Tom Kopacz
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR.

The student senate passed
a $46,000 addendum. budget
Thursday.
The budget (bilI 23-18)
includes money for the
StudentEscortPatrol Service,
a student-produced cable TV
show, and a replacement for
allocations made at the fall
town meetings held while the
senate was in limbo.
· A line item for $2,500 to
pay for a proposed student
survey about Student
Government is also in the
budget. That survey would be
done by Pi Sigma Epsilon, the
marketing fraternity.
The budget, which spends
activity and service fees above
last year's estimates, passed
21-6, despite an initial attempt
to table it for a week.
Sen. David Mann led the
attempt to table the bill.
"It's very easy to get caught
up in the wave of 'Let's go
ahead and pass the bill,"' he
said.
He said the bill could wait a

week because none of the
items were critical.
Mann said the literary
magazine The Cypress Dome
shoUld get a chance to get its
request in.
Mann said without the
money, the magazine's staff
cannot be paid.
-President Pro Tern David

Carls said the magaz.ine
staffers had themselves to
blame.
·
'The Cypress Dome [staf!J
has known since that tovm
meeting that they would need
more money," he said.
The magazine received
see SG page 5

TAKING A BREAK
James Beckley, 21, a pre-med major and Christine Lugo, .20, a
computer engineering major take advantage of th~ nice weather.

Speech not jree fOr ~ students; faculty microwave hot item
by Heidi Steiner
STAFF REPORTER

)

Police charged two students with
.painting a peace symbol on thefree speech
circle next to Volusia Hall on the evening
~Jan.ID.
.
_ -B>lice charged Gary Allen andAaron
Ceddlia with criminal mischief.
According to a police report, the
students used black spray paint.
Officer John Pellerin said he took the
can of paint for evidence.
Because the circle had been painted

on before, b-oth students were unaware , A microwave oven was stolen from the
-'1 -'1 .../
that they could not paint on it, according faculty lounge in CEBA.II, apparently
Three fire extinguishers were taken
to police.
between Jan. 22 and 23.
from their compartments in Osceola and
"My friend and I were concerned with
On Jan. 23at5:50a.m.,RobertSnyder Lake halls Jan. 21.
the Middle East and so we went out there of Building Services noticed the door to
According to police, each extinguisher
and painted the sign," Ceddlia said. "This Room 145 open and the microwave · was pulled out of its compartment
cop drove up and we just kept painting missing, accordi:r:ig to police.
through the opening. Then they were set
because we thought it was all right.
Daune Smith, supervisor of Building off in the hall and put back, police said.
''Then he told us we had to have Services, told police she last saw the
Police said the audible alarm was
permission to paint on the sign and we microwave Jan. 22 while locking up the working, but didn't go off because the
could get arr~sted. We didn't know that." coffee machine in the lounge. She also compartment doors weren't opened.
Police referred the case to the Dean of told police nothing else- se~med to be
Police said they found similar
Students Office.
missing.
footprints in the discharged powder from
The microwave is worth $200.
the extinguishers at each location.

"""
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·Hurry!

SG VANS AVAILABLE
TO .ACTIVE
STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
-*Reservations accepted in.
_advance. Completed Travel forms
must be returned 3 school days ·
prior to date of de~arture.
For More Information Call X2191
or stop by SG Offices or Student ·
Got
· Center Room 155
-
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Activity and Service Fee

*First Come First Serve
'T here js a $l0 Reservation fee per van

•

.
•

•

Legislative ·1nternshiR Program
1991 Session

•

•

Internship positions with members ofthe Florida.Legislature are available
through the Florida Student Association .Legislative Internship Program.

•

Applications w~H be judged on the following criteria:
1) Applicants must have at 1~.a~t a 2.5 overall G. P.A.
2) Applicants must have completed a minimum of 15 credit hours in a
State University in .Florida by January 1, ·1991.
3) .Graduate or undergraduate students may apply ..
4) Applicants must have been· enrol-led in the fa~I term 1990 or be .
_.currently ~nrolled in a State Univ·ersity in F"lorida.
.
.·
.

.
•

.

Please submit your application to:
The Florida Student Association
Internship Program _
308 Park Ave., Suite 21 O
Tallahassee, FL 32301

•

Activity and Service Fee

•

Deadline for application is FEB.RU.ARY 10, 1991 .
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN SC 155.. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL SCOTT PRUITT X2191.
•
•

·-
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Portables t~ be ~oved;
~ .permanent building
will take their·place
by Chris Marlin
CENTRAL FLORI DA FUTURE

The reloca ti on of . the
portables near the engineering
complex is affecting interests in
Facilities Planning, athletics,
recreational services and the
Creative School for Children.
ROTC, AFROTC, the UCF
· n> film program and the English
asaSecondLanguage program,
as well as a variety of classes,
are now h oused in those
portables.
.
The decision to move the
structures was forced by the
plans for permanent buildings
in that area of the campus.
The Center for Research 1n
Electro-OpticsandLasersisthe
anchor building. for the future
complex. The building will house
engine.ering research offices, as
well as offices for the College of
HealthandProfessionalStudies
and Public Affairs. ''The coming construction of
these buildings calls for all the
portables to be moved," said Dr.
Johri Bolte, vice president of
Administration and Finance.
Two new portables, one for
the Social Work Department
and one for an undesignated
purpose, also are included in
the portable relocation.
'We need to put them where
we won't have to move them
again," Bolte said.
According to a Nov. 30 memo
from Bolte to UCF President
Steven Altman's advisory staff,
this area most likely will be the
area just south of the Creative
~ School.
The possibility of the
portables going into this area
prompted Athletics Director
,.. Gene McDowell to write a memo
Dec. 12 to the president's
. advisory staff.
11oo

In the memo, McDowell
expressed _his concern that
relocatingthe portables into this
area would restrict intramural
athletic events, summer soccer
camps and UCF soccerpractices.
·McDowell's memo said if all
the portables are moved into
the propo&ed area, "it will result
in the loss of one of the soccer
fieldsinthatarea,"aswasJ;tated
in Bolte's memo.
In addition, the Creative
School stands to lose expansi6n
space ifthe portables are moved
to this location.
"rm just hoping... that [the
administration] decides to put
the portables somewhere else.
This program is paving the way
for research grants and other
positives for the university if we
can just get more space and
. facilities," said Dolores
Burghard, director of the
Creative School for Children. _
Bolte said that although the
subject is still being debated,
the two new portables are
scheduled for placement !:!Outh
of the Creative School.
'We expect they should be in
placebytheendofthesemester,"
Bolte said.
·
·Bolte had previously stated
that the area's good road access,
utility-ready nature and short
distance from the center of
campus made it a likely area of
relocation for the portables. ·
Loren Knutson, director of
Recreational Services, said in a
Dec. 6 memo to the president's
advisory staffthat the fields that
may be encroached upon should
not be taken away from their
intended student use.
The Jan. 28 meeting of the
president's advisory staff did
not come up with an immediate
solution.

Nancy RobardafCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

STAIRS
Phu Vo, a senior majoring in chemistry, leaves the Chemistry building. He attended a chemistry
laboratory on Wednesday.

Gulf war spa.-ks protesters
across coll~ge campuses
13. Between 3,000 and 4,000 people attended.
In addition to Santa Cruz, students at the
COLLE~E PRESS SERVICE
universities ofMichigan, California-Los Angeles,
War began Jan. 17 just as collegians around California-Santa Barbara, Washington, District
the country boycotted classes and attended of Columbia, Louisville, Illinois-Chicago,
marches, speeches, sit-ins and even die-ins to Kentucky and Cincinnati and Harvard, Howard,
protest the United States' apparent willingness Columbia, Stanford, Northwestern. and
to go to war. ·
Massachusetts Institute of Technology staged
The opening of hostilities, moreover, initially various kinds ofprotestsduringthe days preceding
seemed to stoke the anti-war fervor of students the Jan. 15 deadline, ·a.I)d even Jan. 16: as war
who had previously tried to demonstrate to began.
President Bush that at least a certain ·number of - "We have a simple and adamant message to
students would oppose using force to oust Iraqi our elected officials in Washington: Nothing less
troops from Kuwait.
than a peaceful, diplomatic, non-violent solution
'We have a responsibility to let Bush know to the crisis in the Middle East is acceptable," said
that we do not support his actions,~ said Julie - Jim Colliert, a member of the Middle East Peace
Marten, a student at the University ofCaliforniaSanta Cruz who helped organize a protest Jan.
see WAR page 4
by Amy Hudson

·News clips Mm1t=w~mw+~I*~lm'***~At~a&~mwJ?.1Fa§;lt1111w..w.m1mww11w~,,~~~ar*i:r&'NY£4tffi!:WilMl
$1,000. The universitywide
• UCFCA MEETING
Mike Monello will discuss winner will receive an addiand screen Woody Allen's 1984 tional $1,500 and a $5,000 infilm "Broadway Danny R.Ose" house research grant.
Nominations must be subat 6:30 p.m. Wednesday in PC3201. The seminar is presented mitted to Michael Bass, vice
by the UCF Cinematography president for research, by
t Association.
March!.
For more information, call
UCFCA also will ·have a
business meeting at 6:30 p.m. ext. 3778.
Friday in the same room ..
• For more information, call • WOMYN, NOT WOMEN
Connie at 658-4502llfter 6-p7nr:- - - ALB:ANY,N:Y:-(CPS)-=The
student government at the
State University of New York
•TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE
Campus Activities Board at Albany has resolved _to _use
presents comedian/juggler Bill the term "womyn" whenever it
Fry at 9 p.m. Tuesday in' the refers to its own women's is~ild Pizza as part of its "Tues- sues coordinator in its written
material.
day Night Live" ·series.
Advocates of the ' measure
maintained the spelling "worn- ·
• JAPANESE CLUB
The Japanese Club will have yn" is a less sexist term than
its inaugural meeting at 6 p.m. the accepted spelling of women.
Tuesday in PC 517. The club's
charter will be reviewed and • DON'T WANT WOMEN
RICHMOND, Va. (CPS) officers elected.
About 500 alumni and 'friends"
•RESEARCH AWARDS , of Virginia Military Institute
Nominations are being ac- staged amid-January lobbying
cepted for the 1991 UCF Award assault on the state legislature,
asking lawmakers not to force
for Distinguished Researcher.
Research to be considered for all-male VMI to start admitting
the award should be done at women.
A bill sponsored by state
UCF. Selection will be based
on research achievements and Sen. Emilie Miller would ban
letters of support from outside sex discrimination at statesupported schools.
UCF.
Th" federal government in
Individual awards are

1990 told VMI its admissions
policies illegally barred women. In April, a federal court is
scheduled to start hearing
VMrs arguments why its prohibition of women does not violate anti-discrimination rules.
The Citadel in South Carolina is the only other state-supported all-male campus in the
United States.
...
• DIABE-TES-OUTREAGH "Mutual Self-Help" is the focus of the next Diabetes Outreach meeting at 7 :30 p.m.
Thursday in .ROom 239 of the
Florida Medical Plaza, 2501 N.
Orange Ave., Orlando.
For more information about
Diabetes Outreach, call Beth
Kraas at 897-1822 or 898-8335.
• SAVE THE FROGS?
"Dissection? The Choice is
Yours" will be the focus of February's general meeting of ANIMALiberation. The meeting
will be at 7:15 p.m. Tuesday at
9 W. Washington St., Orlando.
For more information, call
843-4441.
• VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Volunteer Center of
Central Florida needs help for
the following programs:
• The Maitland Art Center
needs tour guides for school-

age children. Tours are conducted during weekday mornings al1d evenings. Training
begins in February.
• Habitat for Humanity's
corporate challenge will be
March 16. Volunteers are
needed for registration and
other duties.
• The Home Team needs
volunteers. It makes minor .
home repairs and improveimmts;- such- as-weatherizinghomes and installing deadbolt
locks.
• The Theatre Downtown
needs performers and directors,
as well as assistance with
marketing, bulk mail and set
design.
• The Central Florida Zoo
needs fund-raisers, people to
run errands and tour guides.
• The Chilcl.ren's Wish
Foundation needs help immediately with promotion and
planning. The foundation also
needs help with its upcoming
"Fish For A Wish" tournament.
For more information on
these and other programs, call
896-0945 and ask for the YVA
program.
•PHOTOSHOW
A black and white photo exhibit by Eric J. Breitenbach will
be shown during February and
March at the Orange County

Historical Museumin commemoration of Black History
Month.
The exhibit, ''The Sanford
Documentary Project - A
Contemporary Study of the
Family in an African American Community," will be held
by the Orange County Historical Society and sponsored by
Southern Bell.
Breitenbach ex~mines the
status oftodafs-African-Ame1ican family, its strengtrhs and
weaknesses and the structure
of life at home in a Southern
African Anlerican community.
The exhibit will be accompanied by a series of lectures. A
catalogue of the project will also
be available.
·
For more information, call
898-3030.
• ART CONTEST
The 10th Annual New YorkInternational Art Contest is
open to all st~dents and to artists in numerous fields.
.
lnternatioi:ial Art Horizons,
sponsors of the contest, offers
$30,000 in prizes and an exhibition in June at the Art 54
Gallery in New York.
To receive an application,
send a pos_tcard to International Art Horizons, Dept. RASU,
P.O. Box 1533, Ridgewood, N.J.
07450. Deadline is April 12.

•
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administrative area for Union
staff.
Remodelingoflaboratories in
the Chemistry Building is
scheduled tentatively to start in •
mid-February.
Facilities Planning is
currently working on getting a ..
contract for the work.
Remodeling in Howard
Phillips Hall is under way, said "
Baker, project manager. She
said most of the fourth floor
and parts of the second and
third floors · are set for ..
remodeling.
While some office areas will
be rebuilt, most of the work will
consist of new finishes, new
carpet and new paint.
The work, costing $400,000,
is scheduled to be finished by
the end of the summer.
The remodeling will be
coordinated so classes will
n_o t be interrupted, she said.

CONSTRUCTION
(left) Speaker Rabbi Aaron
Rubinger explains about his time
in the Israeli army. He holds a
gas mask and shows the
audience the effects of chemical
weapons. Rubinger recently
returned from Israel, where he
saw bombs set off by Iraq hitting
Israel. Rubinger spoke at a

~ ~ ~~i~t~nJa~f ;~e Jewish Student
,; a:
'•

::::>

\1 2
· ~

" O

a:
0

~

(below) Fathl Jabor, a senior

~ majoring in computer science,
f-

r5 speaks with Rabbi Rubinger after
~ he spoke at a Jan. 30 JSU
~ meeting.

a:

>
u

c

_ _ ___.:zca

FROM PAGE 1

also has begun, and work on
that first phase is scheduled oo
be finished in May.
So far, no date has been set
forthe Union's groundbreaking,
but it will be sometime this
summer, said Judy Baker,
project manager. The starting
date will depend on when the
state bonds funding the project
are sold, Baker said.
The Union will offer such
services as a game room, a pub,
a dining room with food service,
an area for small individual food
vendors, retail space, meeting
rooms, banquet space, space for
student organizations, TV
rooms, a study lounge, typing
and computer rooms, a Student
Government area and an

admitted Kansas State student
Sen. Derek Nelson.
UC-Santa Cruz reported
class boycotts.
"It's ludicrous for professors
to expect that students will be
able to channel their energy in oo
academic thought, as far as
talking about something like
Econ 1 or philosophy," said UCSanta Cruz sophomore and antiwar activist Kristen Weitz.
,.
In a Jan. 15 letter, UCSC
Chancellor Robert Stevens
agreed, urging professors to
"show flexibility in dealing with ,.
student absences... "
"I would be deeply worried if.
students weren't concerned
about the war," Stevens wrote.
"I understand if they feel that,
as a matter of conscience, they
cannot attend classes."

WAR
FROM PAGE 3

Committee, which orchestrated
a gathering at Ohio State.
Now that the war.has started,
feelings seem to have deepened.
"Everybody's hoping it will
end quickly," said Michael
Labban, a s~udent government
member at FAU.
George Batoon, a computer
science professor atAustin Peay
State University in Tennessee,
held class as usual Jan. 1 7, but
attendance was down. He
speculated that many students
had stayed up late to watch TV
newscasts.
"It was weird knowing we've
got a war going on and we're
. . . _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " here studyi'n.g physics,"

Show off your style:

write for tfie :Future

•

WORDPRO-CESSING - RESUM.E S
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
& OTHER COMPUTER SERVICES

FAST - PROFESSIONAL - ECONOMICAL
SAME DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE

•

PEPSI
3433 AU:AVA TRAIL
.ORLANDO; FL #2817

CALL 679-9008
PEREGRINE TECHNOLOGY
CORNER OF 436 AND UNIVERSITY

COKE, PEPSl.p
i-·· · "~

STUDENT
- students with an assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/ _
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive- attorney
consultation and represe11tation
free of charge to qualified students. Can S23-253S or stop by sp
210 for more information or an
appointment.
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•Police?
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SG
FROM PAGE 1

money from SG to cover some
salaries at one ofSG's fall town
meetings.
Carls also said PSE needs
the money for the survey as soon
as possible.
That survey would last 16
weeks and duplicate a survey
PSE did in 1987.
Although $2,500 is set aside
for the survey, a source close to
negotiations between PSE and
SG said the final amount
probably would be closer to
$2,0PO.
Mann said a $10,000
allocation to SG's Appropriated
Reserve account was a diversion
to cover up student directory.
cost overruns.
"Last year we said, 'If you go
over on these phone books, you
pick up the tab,"' Mann said.
"Now he's [student body
President Jeff Laing] saying,

'1"

v>

'You pick up the tab."'
''We really did not want senate
money going to that [directories],"
Sen. Joe Justin said.
Laing said the money would
be used as a cushion against
future expenses.
"I'm just trying to be fiscally
responsible," he said.
Carls said senate money
would not be going to the
directories.
Mann also said the only
senators who had seen the bill
before Thursday were the
members of the Organizations,
Appropriations and Finance
Committee.
That committee introduced
the bill. The committee's chair,
Monica Vondruska, said only
members ofrelevant committees
get copies ofbills on first reading.
In fact, copies of all bills that
have been introduced are
available at sencite meetings,
whether or not they have been
reviewed by a committee.
Carls estimated 12 or 13

senators had seen the budget
before Thursday.
Sen. Leslie Francois said she
had several questions about the
budget. She is not a member of
the committee.
Sen. David DeMik said he
wanted to review the budget for
a week.
''We will pay our debts," he
said. ''We do need to move a
little bit slower."
The senate also passed the
following bills:
•Abi11(23-17)giving$174.60
to the Campus Alcohol and Drug
Awareness Center to pay for
advertising for Na ti on al
Collegiate Drug Awareness
Week March 4-8.
• A bill (23-20) giving the
Cent.erfor Space Policy and Law
$2,000 tb offset expenses for the
Sixth
Annual
Space
Symposium.
• A bill (23-15) giving the
Wellness Center $1,000 for the
4th Annual ;Run for Your Heart
fun run.

Nancy Robards/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

HERITAGE KICKOFF
County Commissioner Willem Donnegan and Council member
Mabel Butler address the audience at AASU's meeting.

Don't
go out
without
your
rubbers.

./

Enjoy three hot dogs free with each purchase of a refreshing 32-ounce Coke~
It's College Night at Fair Lanes. Experience unlimited bowling and music every
Thursday from llPM to lAM* for only $5.95 including shoes.

.
·•

•FairLanes
95
5
U1L1MITED BOILING.THURSDAY,l IPM-IAM 5
*Times may vary according to center. (Coca-Cola) and (Coke) are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company.

Fair Lanes Indian Hills: 115 Wilshire Drive, 831-7171

•

Fair Lanes Sky Bowl:7401 S. Orange Blossom Tr., 855-5731

We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
about AIDS.
If you're not sharing
needles with infected
drug user's. there's one
other way you can get
A!DS. and that's sex.
Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
semen. anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines
cgair-.st AIDS. There are
no cure$ for it.
And if you get. you'll
likely die.
So if you choose to
have sex, be sure ~o
car()' condoms and ·~~II
your partner 'to use
them.
Let's face !t if a womar;
doesn't look out for
herself, ~ow can she be
sure anyone else will?
And if he .
soys no.
so can you.

i

I:

AIDS

If you think you
can't get it you're
Idead wrong.

r

_J
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Before the Mouse, gators swamped
Horida's gator par!G still attract some tourists
by Christine Hobby

Watching gators in the
winter is like watching ··
ng ago in Florida's pre-history, before retirees stressed-out accountants
and Disney management settled here, the mighty fromNewJerseyo_nvacation
alligator (and maybe a few armadillos) ruled the land. in Daytona Beach. The
In the vast swampland that was Central Florida, oveifedreptileslieinthesun,
the large, toady creatures swarmed and bred, and never practically lifeless, eyes
even gave a second thought to hanging around in glazed,
occasionally
people's sewers.
twitching a tail. During the
But times have changed. Nowadays, it would ·seem wmtet,gatorsdon'tdomuch
that mice, ducks and dogs are more indigenous to the or even eat a whole lot.
land than are gators.
Gatorland's
muchStill gators maintain a grip on Florida's imagination advertised "Jumperoo" - a
- and some of its tourist industry as well.
.
show in which gators snap
These days the hip gator-s live on display in Florida at chickens on a wire - is
gator parks. In the luxury paradise of Orlando's slow _this time of year.
Gatorland's Zoo on Highway 434 and Gator Jungle
"I really have to just beg
Safari -on Highway 50, resident gators spend their days them to jump," said Gator
snoozing or eating fish out of well-stocked lakes.
Trainer Bret Chism from
The toothy creatures don't have much to worry about underneath a safari hat. "I
in their protected environment - except for maybe make as much noise as I ·
ending up on someone's mantelpiece or on the end of a can."
fork.
Gatorland
trainers
Most gator parks in Florida and Louisiana (the boom throw food directly into the
states of the gator industry) double as gator farms.
water during ·the cold
Gator -byproducts are big business - practically season. Spoiled gators,
every inch of a gator is marketable.
conditioned to think of the
Gator hides, which go for big bucks, are sold water as their collective
internationally and made into trendy boots and wallets. dinner plate, respond to
(GatorJunglehascontractsinParis,France,andMilan, anything that makes a
Italy.) Gator meat is also expensive. In Japan, it is ripple-even when they're
considered a delicacy. At Gatorland a three-pound box not that hungry.
of gator steak sells for $45.
"If _something hits the
Even the bones and cartilage are saleable. Cosmetic · water, it's not coming out
companies grind them up and use them to m~e eye - that's a fact," said A typical site for many seasoned F1.oridians.
shadow.
Gatorland's Curator Mace
But not all gators are bred to become belts. Older, Whatly.
_
Gnawed-off tails, lscars and stumps for claws are
larger gators with tougher hides are relatively safe.
Both Gatorland and Alligatorland Safari Zoo in the only indications that things can get a little crazy in
(At Gatorland, seniority has its advantages.)
Kissimmee make shows out of their gators' appetites. the breeding season.
·Just as safe are the American Crocodiles, which are on In the ~ummer, Gatorland trainers hang chickens above
''They're real territorial," Whatly said. ''They're like
the Endangered Species list. (Most parks have a handful the reptiles' heads and bark out their names - things cats and dogs ... You get one cat sleeping in the same ~
of these creatures.) The big display gators at Gatorland like Stumpy, Scarhead, Roscoe and Dr. Teeth.
spot and he's not going to let another cat in." Reptiles
Some of the gators recognize commands like these: spar over favorite swimming spots and over female
and Gator Jungle have passed the age ofprime meat. They
seem content.
''head up," "set," "go" and "jump!" Two of the more than gators, or sows.
11
5,000 gators have even learned
Six or seven ofGatorland's reptiles fight to the death
simple hand signals. Most of them each year and more are wounded. Names like Stumpy just know all the noise means fresh are coined for good reason .
. •1
.JI ... , Kf
meat. Gators are not very trainable.
Despite the danger, gator park employees do •
"A 1,000-pound gator's brain seemingly crazy things, like hand-feeding gators whole
is gonna weigh less than an ounce," chickens or stealing eggs from a breeding female.
said Whatly. "Their brains are
Once 20-year-old Bret was gripped by an ancient,
about the size of a walnut." .
toothless gator who ~aged to pull off his glove.
•
Gator parks are not like Sea
"If )le had teeth he wobab1y coald've taken off my
World. Reptiles don't do tricks. hand," Chism said.
·
Still, gator parks do a steady
Kim, the gift shop attendant at Gator Jungle, swears •
business. Gator Jungle, which she had to pole vault a fence to escape a couple of big
doesn't have a show, takes tourists gators who were coming toward her.
on a "safari" boat ride through a
Still, park workers seem 'fond of the prehistoric
prehistoric lagoon complete with creatures. Alan, a Gator Jungle tour guide, tells visitors •
skulls on a stick. The place even ·how much the gators like marshmallows.
smells prehistoric.
On the tour he points out Amadea, the old gator
Green duck weed clings in who likes to lay underneath the sulfur pump so the •
patches to lumpy gray snouts and sprays hit
head. The gator trainers say the gators
tails that float barely above the s~em to recognize them.
surface of the water or lay
But business is business. All three parks profit from •
unmoving on the shore. Only a few gator-made goods sold in their gift shops. The gator
beady eyes glisten as the safari park visitor can shop for mainstream memorabilia, like
boat cuts through the smelly wallets, belts and whole skins, or hunt for more exotic
sulfur water.
gator trinkets, like gator claw back scratchers, fridge ..
Gators are deceptively
See Gatorland, page 8
Michael Pohl
peaceful this time of year.

L

his

Can you believe? Gator Clwwder and Sauce.

•
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Tuesday; Feb. 5

Lunchtime Lecture Series at the Orlando Museum of
Art: Colonel John Dicks will lecture on antique silver.

The lunch runs from noon to 1:30 p.m. and costs $45.
Call 896-4231.
.
JugglerI Comedian Bill Fry will perform at 9 p.m. at
the Student Activities Center.
Wednesday, Feb. 6

The Florida State Fair begins in Tampa and runs
through Feb. 17. New exhibits include The Coors High
Dive Show, Liberace's Zimmer, Cracker Country and twofor-one rides on Feb. 13 with proof of purchases from
Snickers and Milky Way Snackers.
"Same Time Next Year" will be shown at 8:30 p.m. in
the SAC.
.
UniverHi Pictures

Doc Brown gives Marty some last min~te instuction8 before the youth travels back to. 1885.

'Back to the Future Part III' offers
action a·nd ronlance on video
by Steven ~. Conner

Marty figured he was home free. He and
Doc had retrieved the futuristic sports almanac from Biff Tannen in 1955 and returned
,the future to its normal course.
Unfortunately, before Doc was able to land
the DeLorean to pick up Marty, the vehicle
was struck by lightning and disappeared.
Through Doc's keen ingenuity, (and the setvices of several generations of Western
Union men). Marty learns
that his frtend has been
- transported back to 1885.
Doc also has sent Marty a
map showing where the DeLorean has been hidden for
more than 70 years, as well
as iiiformation that will enable the 1955 Doo to repair
the time machine.
~=======I futuristic/
science fiction
•
motif that wn... :ullowed in the
Living in the old west has
previous films.
always been a dream of Doc
"Back to the Future
Brown's, so his letter is ex- ·
Part III" works a~ a sequel
plicit in its instructions for
because of its intelligent blend
Marty to take the DeLorean
of comedy, romance , ction
back,to 1985 and dismantle
and adventure. All requireit.
ments for a film classic.
Since Doc seems happy
The "Back to the Furemaining in the past, Marty .
ture" films undoubtedly will
has no choice but to respect
b~ put in the same league as
the scientist's wishes, and
the "Star Wars" and "Indi;ma
plans to head back to the
Jones" films when it comes to
future. But as it's happened
rariking the best American
many times in the past (and
m6vie ·trilogies, and deservin the future), the best laid
plans of Marty McFly... And so ends "Back to edly so. The "Future" films will delight audiences., for years to come. ·
the Future Part II."

...

.

"Part III," the final installment of the highly
successful "Back to the Future" series, galloped onto screens fast spring with a warm
audience reception. This past fall, the western-style sequel was released on video.cassette.
Of the two sequels "Back to the Future"
· spawned, "Part III" is the best. The addition of
Mary Steenburgen, as Clara Clayton, to the
f:ilrrl's cast was a marked improvement to the
·trilogy. Her character added
a little depth to the relationship between Marty and Doc.
It was also nice to see
an intelligent female plp.ying
a vital role in the storyline,
unlike the .brainless character played by Elisabeth Shue.
As for vi~ 1 ial effects, it
was also a wel· . me change ·
to see some pieces of the
American West instead of the

,

LOCAL. MUSIC!
Do you think you know local music? If you do, Collage wants you. We are looking for people to cover the
local music ~cene through reviews of local music releases and conc~rts.
If you think you have what we are looking for, inquire at the Central florrida Future Editorial office.
Phone Number: 823-2865

•

Thursday, Feb. 7
. "Death of a Salesman" will be performed at the
Townsend's Plantation in Apopka. Tickets are $7. 50 for
the 8 p.m. show. Call 324-0004 for reservations.
"Jumping Jack Flash" will be shown at 6:30 and 9
p.m. in the SAC.
Friday, Feb. 8

The Pro Rodeo Final will be held through Feb. 10 at
the Lakel~d Civic Center. Events will be: bull riding, .
girls barrel racmg, team roping and saddle bronc riding.
Tickets are $9.50, $11.50 and $15 (with setvice charge).
Call (813) 686-7126.
"·Frankie and Johnny in the Clair de Lune" will be
shown at 8 p.m. at the TuppeIWare Theatre. Tickets are
$10. Call 896-7365.
"Forbidden Broadway" will open· at 8 p .m. at the
Theatre Center at Daytona Beach Community College.
Admission is $12 for adults. For reservations, call (904)
254-3042.
Saturday, Feb. 9

Jazz 'Round Midnight presents The Tracy Alexander
Quartet with Janet Robertson. Non-member admission
is $5, and the show is from midnight until 2 a.m.
Children's Workshops at the Orlando Museum of Art
present "V~ctorian Valentines" workshop. Cost for the 1O
a.m. to noon seminar is $10. Deadline for :registration is
Feb. 6. Call 896-4231.
"Adventures of Milo and Otis" will be shown at 1 and 3
.
p.m. in the SAC.
Sunday, Feb. 10

'Wood Carvers of Mali," a film about the art of mask
carving, will be shown at 2;30 p.m. at the Orlando
Museum of Art. The show is free, but a donation is
required for admission into the gallery. Call 896-4231.
The Wonderful World of Horses starring The Royal
Lipizzaner Stallions will be at the Orlando Arena. Tickets
are $13.50 and $11.50 for the 2 p.m. show.
'War Games" will be shown at 6:30 and 9 p.m. in the
SAC.
Monday, Feb. 11
\

"Ferris Bueller's Day Off" will be shown at.6:30 and 9
p.m. in the SAC.
.

KNIGHT ROCK TOP FIVE
for the week ending Feb. 4, 1991

Alternative

Metal

1. "Tragedy For You"
Front 242
2. "Fly Me Courageous"
Drivin and Cryin
3. "Rose of Cairo"
Eleventh Dream Day
4. "Speeding Motorcycle"
Yo LaTengo
5. "Sin"
Nine Inch Nails .

1. "Seasons In The'Abyss"
Slayer
2. "Exhorder"
Exhorder
3. ~'Like Rats"
Godflesh
-4."Left Hand Pass"
Entombed
5. 'Coma of Souls"
Kreator .
1

The Knight Rock Schedule
WUCF-FM (89.9)
Alternative programming can be heard MondayThursday beginning at 11 p.m. On Saturday and Sunday,
programming begins at midnight .

I
8 .
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·Apocalypse book-ha~ humor
Beryl. There, satanic nuns will
switch the newborn child of
hell with that of the American
It is appropriate that ~ritish
Cultural Attache's wife.
writers Neil Gaiman and Terry
However, another couple in
· Pratchett dedicated their first the monastery is waiting for a
novel, "Good Omens," to the child. It is here that the story
memory of Gi_lbert Keith really pegins. .
Chesterton. Chesterton is,
Through a mix-up amongafter all, the man considered the three (a mistake Crowley
to be the "master of the
r;;::::;::;::::::;::;:::;=.::::;::;::;::;:::;::;~~~
paradox."
.
While th~ book's . subject
matter is the apocalypse, it is
view as never ' before
presented. As the writers
warn, "Bringing about
. Armageddon . can
be
dangerous. Do not attempt it
'
in your home."
Perhaps the best way to
describe this book· is to .
imagine the result if Monty I
Python had written the :Umi•nuiiiiiiimiii~
screenplay for the film ."The
Omen."
"Good Omens," subtitled
"The Nice and Accurate
Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, ·
Reviewed by Bill C~hing

a

c:.

angel Aziraphale.
From these seeds of
Genesis, we are propeli~d
some 4,000 years into the
, future to 11 years ago - where
it is not a dark and stormy.
night.
Crowley has been assigned
to deliver the Son of Satan to
the Chattermg Order of Saint

later correctly attributes to
basic human incompetence),
the nuns slip the wrong ·baby
to the wrong couple. Instead
of being raised by the
Dowlings, the Devil's son ends
up in the care of the Deidres,
a couple from the si;nall
English village of Lower

Tadfield.
As the narrative jumps to
the present. there is a bit of
confusion as representatives
of good and evil come to grips
with the fact that the boy
thought to. be the catalyst for.
the apocalypse js quite
normal.
Meanwhile, the real antiChrist is growing up under
very average conditions, as the
son of a British accountant.
· He discovers he has certain
powers and puts them to the
best use an 11-year-old
would: replacing all _the
plutonium in a nuclear power ·
plant with lemon drops,
havihg aliens land UFOs all
over the countryside to cite
motorists for ecological crimes
and, while causing rainfalls of
lobsters and fish.es, raising
Atlantis.
When the "final" moment of
ultimate
confrontation
aGtually arrives, Adam's
response (the name. given to
the Devil's child by his
terrestrial parents) to the
ass~blage is at once childlik~
and wise.
However, and herein lies
the paradox ofthe book, while
the tale is riotously funny, it
is also full of lessons for
humankind as well as for the
hosts of heaven and hell.
This is not a book ·for
readers whose faith is .easily
shaken. But for those who
believe God has a sense of
humor' as well as sense of .
justice and mercy, "Good
Omens" will provide new ap.d
entertaining ways for us to
face the future.

a

-

'WUCF-FM 89.9
The B;and New Sche~ule

_ - ·. .

-

Monday - Friday
6:00 a.m.
9:00
10:00
12:00n

- 9:00 WUCF in concert
- 10:00 Adventures in Good Music
- 12:00 Calendar Concert
- 4:00 WUCF Second Program - a magazine program
featuring public affairs, full-le__ngth concerts, etc.
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 Student Programming - Including music as
determined by Student Government, sports
including "Sports Forum"; public affairs including "UCF Digest." Also, the "Beatles Show."
6:00
- 7:00 BBC Newshour (BBC/APR)
7:00
- 11:00 Jazz (Monday - Thursday) I 7:00 - 10:00 Fri.
10:00
- 6:00 a.m. Knight Rock (Friday)
·
11:00
- 5:00.a.m. ~ight Rock (Monday - Thursday) .

Saturday
6:00 a.m.
8:00
.10:00
1:30 p.m.
5:00
10:00
11 :00

- 8:00 Fusion Jazz
- 10:00 Jazz
- 1:30 Jazz On The Beach
- 5:00 Metropolitan Opera
- 10:00 Jazz
- 11:00 Student Programming (Request Line)
- 6:·00 a.m. Kriight Rock

Sunday
6:00 a.m.
· 7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
.10:00
·12:00n
1:00
2:00
5:00
6:00
8:00
10:00
12:00

- 7:00 United Live (consortium)
- 8:00 Keynotes (consortium)'
- ·8:30 Micrologues (consor.tiurn)
- 9:00 Auditorium Ofg~ (consortium)
- 10:00 With Heart and Voice (consortium)
·_ 12:00 CBC Sunday Morning (CBC/APR)
·_ 1:00 The Italian Show
~ 2:00 The French Show
- 5:00 The Bluegrass Show
~ 6:00 The Irish Show
- 8:00 The Blues Show
- 10:00 The Latin Show
- 12:00 Reggae
-. 5:00 a.m. Knight Rock

·-

----

··~··· ························~····

outside its doors. Gatorland is
magnets and claw earrings.
·······························~··
Gatorland
now suing Gator Jungle for
All three shops carry sever.al
frompage6
copying its entrance.
varieties of the popular
"It's
a
registered
shellacked baby. gator skull,
trademark," said .C hism. "Our ent~ance has
which goes for $60-$80.
Gatorland has the most well-stocked shop wi~ probably been photogra·phed as much as the Eiffel
hundreds of tourist paraphernalia, including Tower." ·
AWAKENNGS PG-13 2-4:30·7:20·9:50
EDWARD SCISSORHANDS PG-13'
Yep. At closing time, just outside Gatorland's
gator hand puppets, plastic pool toys and gator
2:10-4:30·7:15-9:30
. AWAKEMNGS P_<i.13 2:05-4 :~0-7:00-9:30
,
KINOERGARlENCOP PG-13
entrance, a Brazilian family stopped to take a
.
chowder in a can.
KINDERGARTEN COP PG-13
2:30-4:50·7:30-9:50
.
. ·
·
The three local parks are also · quite family photo.
HOME ALONE PG 2:05-4;2o-7:1 H30'
2:20-4:5(}.o?:30-9:50
NOT WITHOUT MY DAUGHTER!
HOME
ALONE PG 2:15-4:20-7:30-9:45'
'We just got here _,;,_we didn't have time to go
competitive.
· · ·
PG· 13 2:15-4:30·7:00·9:20
FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER PG-13'
GODFA'THER Ill R 2:30·6:10·9:1 0·
"It's not really competition, it's just hate," to Disney." That is proof that most tourists would
2:10-4:30-7:15·9:45 .
DANCES WITH WOLVES PG13
GREENCARQ
PG13 2:30-4:45-7:20-9:30'
1:30·5-8:45
said Chism. Gatorlan5i, famous for its giant rather see Mickey than the ancient Floritla lizards.
POPCORN R 2·4·6-8-10
, LIONHART R 2:154:30-7:20·9:45
FLIGHT OF THE IITTRUDER PG·13'
BOOK OF LOVE- PG-13
But gators have been here·longer - and they ·
open-jawed gator entrance, sued Allig~torl~d
2:10-4:30·7:15-9:45
2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
POPCORN R
for building a similar open-mouthed reptile eat mice.

•

•

N
At the back doo
Wednesday Ni~es

LFDu@ -W®®U ow &Du@C?.w®uow@ .ovuQD@D© wouGu
IB JJ en ®Gu ww·~ &©@ G[?@ wu IB ([) ~u ®w([)
2 for 1 admission w/this ad

•

Qt

•

. °'·PAINTBALL
~PPLIES

•

FREE BUD DRAFT 1'.ILL MIDNIGHT ( \ $1.50 KAZI &SEX ON THE BEACH
$1.50 DRINKS
.:+/$5 .
c
'··'''
·.·.·~

6J

9p.m•• 2a.m.

4ij)

5100 Adanson Street, Orlando

.

6~9-4779

ROLE .PLAYING-_
G~MES

IN THE UCE$ PLAZA
ACROSS FROM UCF

(407)823-7246
82-DRAGN

•
•
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Sting, other musicians to release compact
discs in ~nvironmentally safe packages
Staff Report

Jim Ferguson

:-Vernon Miller and Michael Hawley, of the band Blooze Shews,
performed for the AASU week kick off on Friday afternoon.

,.
.....~..iiiiiiiilii~iiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiilliil-I
im
~ 1ODO IN JUST ONE WEEK! ! !
EARN UP TO $1000 IN ONE
WE~K FDR. YOUR CAMPUS
ORGANIZATION

PLUS A
CHANCE
AT $5000

MORE! .

'1HIS PROGRAM WORKS! NO INVESTMENT NEEDED.

When music lovers buy
Sting's new compact disc, The
Soul Cages, they may notice
something ·funny about the
packaging.
Instead of ripping off the
outer paperboard box and
throwing it away, the paperboard box will double as the
CD cover.
Indeed, much of the new
music about to be released by
Sting, Phil Collins, Peter Gabriel, U2 and other musicians
in coming·weeks will be packaged in different devices -that
are ~upposed .to be environmentally saner than tlw. paperboard "long boxes" that
traditionally have · encased
compact discs.
"It's a wasteful package that
only exists for the retailers'
convenience," complains
Robert Simonds, a Rykodisc
Inc. record company executive
_who founde(l a grqup called
Ban the Box in 1989.
Ban the Box wants record
companies to get rid of the
"long boxes" that, he says,
people quickly_ throw away
anyway.
Some musicians have responded.
Gabriel released his new
album, Shaking the Tree, in
just its hard
plastic cover,
called the
"jewel box"
by music;
companies,
and U2 has
said it wants

~=====:C:::A=:L=:L=:1-::::8::::00::::-9::::3:::2:::-0=:52=:8:::::E:::::X:::::T=:.=:50~==~=::::~-= to do the

Target Topf>cs
678-2022
.

.-;

.

.

· Have a Great Semester.~.
Thank You tor. Your .Support! . _ ...:
..._ _
.
-

same with its
next album.
Yet not all
environmentalists are
overwhelmingly concerned
about CD boxes.· _
"It's not something we've
taken a stand on. There are

Geffen Records

Peter Gabriel was the first of mainstrea~ artists to release
a project without the standard industry lc;mg box.
so many other huge prob- which sellers can splash col- ·
lems," reported Rusty Wood, ors, images and messages to
an intern at the Student En- by to get browsers to make
vironmental Action Commit- an "impulse buy" of any given .
album.
_
tee in North Carolina.
Surprisingij, the packaging
Also.the 6->inch by 12-inch ·
industry agrees with Ban the paperboard box deters shopBox advocates.
lifters, who might find it eas"In the opinion of the in- . ier to steal the smaller jewel
dustry, it is overpackaged,'"· boxes. ·
said Floyd S. Glinert, vic;e
Finally, the long boxes fit
president of Shorewood Pack- . ipto the bins in which retailers
aging Corp . used to keep LPs: New CD
and presi- racks could cost stores thoudent of the sands of dollars.
EntertainNevertheless, packagers-are
ment Pack- looking for alternatives, Glinaging Coun- ert said.
One option may be the
cil.
The peo- folding box called Digitrak, in
plewhowant which some copies of Stirig's
to keep the new CD will be encased.
Slide Pak, a new form of
long boxes,
Glinert ex- packaging · develop.ed by
plained, are Shorewood Packaging Corthe retailers po~a tion "works like a
who sell the discs to the pub- drawer at a desk" and will
use two-thirds less plastic
lic.
For one thing~ the long than current CD cases,
boxes are the only place on Glinert said.

·-.--,I

----- ---- ·- - - - - - -
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Island Kecords

A&MRecords

U2 Cind Sting are two other mainstream acts taJcirig part in the "Ban the Box" campaign.

Bi .RKENSTOCK FOOTWEAR _S TORE
ALL S IZES AND STYLES AVAILABLE
CH URCH STREET
. ST1 TION EXCHANGE

HRS. llam-llpm
649-6484·

7 DAYS

IN ING l
DRINKING Pl .
DRIVING CAUSES ..DRIVING CAUSES
DOUBLE VISION. DOUBLE ·VISION.
,!'.

boti't drink anddrive. A- ublic service announcement by MADD (Mothers AgajnS{ Drunk o'rh ing)'.
1

-
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Gorbachev loses
?Opular support _
with Perestroika
Is Soviet ·President Mikhail Gorbachev losing his
grip on the republics? Could it be that the Soviet
Union can no longer be held together?
These questions cannot be clarified easily.
The Soviet Union is in such a state of turmoil that
nothing can be understood, but certain factors are
beginning to give signs of the true nature of the decay
in t!,e Soviet Union.
First is the story that the Soviets have p~led out
of Lithuania. It was told to the Western press that
Soviet military had, one, worked on its own when it
cracked down on Lithuania, and two, pulled out of
the Lithuanian republic recently.
Neither of these stories could be true.
Foremost is the fact that if the military had left,
then there wouldn't be people injured from seemingly
random violence in Lithuania.
A 21-year-old man died Wednesday. The Soviet
press said he was shot when he refused to get out of
his car. The military claims that he was hit by ricochet.
Either way, the military ended this man's life.
On Friday, a 22-year-old man was beat because he
·could not produce his identification papers quickly
enough. Apparently the man was getting the papers
out when the Soviet police knocked him to the ground
with the butts of their guns.
Union; as all hell breaks out, the lived fourteen hundred years ago,
•WATCH OUT ANIMALS
Thousands. of Lithuan,ians came out on Saturday Editor:
population with their new found_ in the seventh century, reach such
to mourn the death of the 21-year-old man. He marked
Driving 32 miles to and from freedom has instinctively turned a modem conclusion? Some claim
the 20th person to die since Lithuania began its 'sul;>- UCF each day, I have frequently to blame the Jews. In the U.S.S.R. he copieditform the Bible. However
versive' activity.
·
seen something that upsets me, Soviet Jews are racing to get out. the Bible addresses the same issue
If Gorbachev did not know the military was initially each time I see it.
NowtheseJewshave somewhere but describes the Sun and the Moon
there, he does now. Sb why do people continue to die?
On the Oviedo roads north of to go.Israel is strong in herresolve. · as two luminaries that differ only ,, .
It could be that the Soviet Union has reached a point campus, many.forest animals have ·In 1948 the Arab world ·rejected in size. This is the only one of many
in which it has to decide whether to be hard-line died when some drivers carelessly the U.N. partition of Palestine into · examples that delete the claim th.at
communist or democratic.
drove toofastandhitthem. I know Jewish and Palestinian states. · Muhammad wrote the Kor'an.
It would seem that Gorbachev has decided on the from seeing the parking decals They were determined to complete
On the other hand, Mr Hood
hard-line approach. As his opinion polls have dropped, that many of the drivers go to the job and "push the Jews into the forgot to ·metion, or probably did
so have his democratic actions.
UCF. Seeing a raccoon that was sea."
not know, that the Middle East for
The Moscow News gave the headline "Perestroika crushed under a wheel, bothers
Many survivors of the Nazi a .long time had been a source of ?."
Is Over." One can only hope that this is lull in the me. Seeing half a raccoon destroys horror immigrated to what was scientific knowledge and literature
reforms and that Gorbachev will miraculously get the rriy day.
then Palestine only to die in a war formanycivilizations . For instance,
wind back in his sails of reform, but it looks like it's
My message is to drivers: Slow which need not occurred. Today 43 · Avi-Sina (Ibn- Sina)'s book on ~
too late.
down! When the sign says 45 mph, years later, only Sadat and medicine and surery (The Canon),
The Soviet Union, with the stance it took on the . don't do 50 mph or 60 mph; do as Mubarak have seeri'fit to pursue was used in Europe for seven
Lithuanian republic, has set precedent for the other it says. The signs have a purpose. peace with Israel Maybe after the centuries! When it was in its' Dark
republics and it would appear that the Soviet Union
Also, be alert. You can easily current crisis is resolved a "New Ages.
is willing to fight for control.
see a squirrel on the roadside, but World Order" will emerge, maybe
And last but not least, I would
It is a pity that the United States is too wrapped only if you're looking for it.
· not.
like to mention that Islam was
up in Middle East politics to impose an opinion, as
Last, if you see an animal, try
What is important for the world never spread by the spread by the ~
the Soviet Union needed our help for food and got it. to avoid hitting it, unless it meaps to know is that Israel is a sovereign · swor~, as many belieye. Because if
Hopefully, once this crisis is over we will be able to endangering yourself. A split- nation and is responsible for her it was, how would you explain the
enforce restrictions upon such actions against a group second decision could save the own decisions and security. Today existence oflslam in India, China,
seeking sovereignty.
.
animal.
there is a new generation living in Russia, Indonisia and many other ·•
But should the United States have this role with
the promised land and this people soils on which a muslim soldier
'new' Soviet Union that is emerging?
Raymond C. Young is here to stay.
never sat a foot on!
The Soviets are in for a lon_g hall.
.
math
For them to be able to pull themselves out of the
Jay Kohn
Radwan Kaoutly
economic disaster as well as· out of the racial angers . • ISRAEL IS SOVEREIGN
·social science education
electrical engineering
that have come to surface will require a battle - a Editor:
battle between the government and its peoples, and
Before committing American • H.OOD SHOWS IGNORAJ'jlCE • NOT TIME TO PROTEST
•
another among the peoples.
troops to combat, President Bush Editor:
Editor:
often made comparisons between
Having read the article titled
I have]ust finished reading your
Saddam Hussein and Hitler. We "Israel fought for oodles of years" January 24, front page, article on
see that these comparisons were by Mr. John Hood on~anuary 24, I the war protestors. Personally, I do •
' ©
eenral
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
not so far fetched.
could not help but notice how not support the troops in the Midd1e
Business Offipe (407) 823-2601, News Office (407) 823-2865
Bush also vowed not to repeat ignorant and misinformed he was. East. This does not mean that I am
the mistakes that led up to WWII. Furthermore, the history of the in favor of war. I doubt that very .,
Editor in Chief
This argument can be no better Middle Eas-t could not be many people are actually in favor
Jamie Carte
felt or expressed than in the state summarized in few sentences, for I of war. I'm sure most of us wish
Jennifer Offenburger of Israel. After all Israel was am sure it takes books to record that there could be rea.sonable
Managing Editor
Joelle Subourne created ih the wake of the worst that rich and glorious history.
News Editor
solutions to international conflicts. •
Roy Fuoco atrocity committed in the history
Sports Editor
But just to set the record However, we are in a war, like it or
Jocelyn Jepson of mankind to date, the Holocaust. straight, I must shed some light on not. Therefore, I believe that the
Opinion Editor
Steven M. Conner Yes! And how we are all tired of . the lack of knowledge of some who time for peace demonstrations is •
Confetti/Coll~g~ Editor
Melissa Stoker hearing aoout the Holocaust. Who say that"prophetMuhammad wrote past. It is now time to support .our
Copy Editor
Michael Pohl cares about what happened back the kor'an. First of all, prophet troops and hope that the war will
Photo Editor
Brian M. Wente then? Well, obviously the Muhammad could neither read be over soon.
· Art Director
Lloyd Whitehead President has taken a look back nor write, he was illiterate.
Production Manager
There's already enough conflict. "
The second, and mo st important, Perhaps both sides need to meet on
. Thomas Negron and recognizes the folly of not
Business Manager
Traci Osterhagen stopping aggression in its tracks. thing is that the Kor'an contains the common ground of something
Classified Manager
Itis true thatHitlerpersecuted many verses that became on whichlamsurethevastmajority •
Vic Kirazian
-Advertising Manager
million,
but it is my obligation as understood only in the light of of us would agree: we are not,
David J. Shoulberg·
A~ Production Manager
a
Jew
to never forget the scientificdiscoveryofthetwentieth regardless of personal stance on
Armand Cimaroli, Jeff Celebre,
Advertising Staff:
extermination
of the Jews of century. For exampl_e, one verse in the war issue, in favor of people
Shelly Fleis, Suzy Zuljani
Europe. Unfortunately Hitler's the Kor'an talks about the Sun as being hurt or killed, or of countries •
Staff Members: Scott Beaman, Steven Bell, Bridget Clark, Anne Decker,
sentiments against the Jews were being a source oflight and Energy, being devastated. May we all
Cindy Farrens, Jim Ferguson, Jessica Pinkman
not
and are not uncommon in the and the moon as being a reflector of remember this as we state our own
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the n_ews~aper o~ i~divi~ual
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Admm1s~rat1on,
light.
_
European theatre.
views and listen to others' views. •
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300w~rds and include
Anti-Semitism is a disease
Myquestiontothosepeoplewho
the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to edlt~ng for grammar
and space and become the property of the news~r, subjec._1 tothe1r public.:i-t1on. TheC.:Jnt~I
almost as strong as the Jewish say that Muhammad wrote the
Lisa Issacs
Florida Future is a free. non-profit newspaper pubhshed twice weekly during the academic
people
are stubborn. In the Soviet Kor' an is, how could a man who
clinical psychology
year and weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the public.
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Saddam Husseh:-, brave prophet on a journey

...

Once upon a time, there was a brave prophet called
Saddam Hussein. He was .born in-a land with great
wisdom and brains, but he did also possess the sacred
gift of suicide. Saddam was a leaded of a blessed,
fruitful country in the desert surrounded by his
apostate cousins, the smelly Arabs of Saudi. Saddam
had ajolly time increasingthevolume of souls rushing
to heaven by gassing anyone, who questioned the
appearance of his wavy mustache.
. Then one day, this Saddam Hussein grew bored of
only killing his own .people so he decided to hold a
huge party in Kuwait. All of the Kuwaitis would be
invited as special guests. Unlike his previous eight
year long party with Iran, Kuwait offered a very
peaceful reception and was soon enjoying the party as
much as the Kurds in the north oflraq did. In the land
of Kuwait, Saddam's meek little republic, Saddam
did decide to prove to all the other nations that his
tent was definitely the biggest of all, in the wastelands
of Arabia, Saddam's destined playground.
Saddam, however, didn't realize that Kuw~it
belonged to his rebellious cousin, Prince Paul Abdul,
brother of Paula Abdul. When Saddam's little party
occurred, Saddam accidently chased Prince Abdul
out of Ku.wait, because at the opening ceremonies, he
graciously offered death. Foolishly feeling threatened,

Prince Abdul was a coward as most rebels to the
prophet Saddam are, and ran to the land of his sister,
the Great American Empire.
.
Paula was greatly angered by Hussein's lack of
mann~rsandaskedforanapology. However, Saddam
refused to apologize, claiming the party was too good
to give up. · Meanwhile Prince Abdul was trying to
convince the evil warlord, President George Bush, of
the Great American Empire, to lash out fire on poor
Saddam with his demons.
Sad_darn, being a religious and upright holy man,
decided to use this as his opportunity to show the
world that the mighty Satanic High Priest of the
American Empire was inferior to the forces of the
almighty Allah, Saddam's invisible friend. Allah would
come out with Saddam and would defeat the fiendish
state oflsrael as well as the evil Empire of America.
Israel, a disgusting thief, .which unrightfully took
Palestine, also belonged to a cult which denied the
existence of polygamy, Allah and holy war.
The twisted and demented President Bush, who
was still too scared to ever even use chemical weapons,
tried to prove that he was no coward, so he gave
Saddam a date to shut down his party. The psychotic
Bush said that ifthe noble Saddam would not leave,
he would call upon the dprk powers of NATO, as well

ltlll11llllt1

as the Western alliance, a force which denied the
existence of the all powerful Allah, Saddam's aloof
but still invisible friend. ·
.
Saddam still refused, and the demonic President
Bush, the most evil tyrant of the world, tossed Arabia
into a state of alarm by sending a most powerful force
of a half million blood drinking, pork eating zombies.
Saddam, being faithful and wise, told the merciless
emperor Bush that Allah would be on his side and
would defend him and his camels even ·from the
strongest attack.
Bush's plotted deadline came and powers of evil,
the demons of America and it's atheist allies of the
West struck the magnificent city of Baghdad,
destroying Saddam's toy cars. Saddam wailed in
anguish as he realized that he would have to live
underground, a place he would get very familiar with.
-Josiah Baker is a freshman studying liberal
studies.

Warning: Guys acting macho for next 15 miles
-----
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Our topic today, in our continuing series on guys,
is: Why Guys Act Macho.
One recent morning I was driving on Miami on
Interstate 95, which should have a sign tliat says:
WARNING
.
HIGH TESTOSTERONE LEVELS
NEXT 15·MILES
In the left lane, one behind the other, were two
well-dressed middle-aged men, both driving luxury
telephone-equipped German automobiles. They
looked like responsible business executives, probably
named Roger, with good jobs and nice families and
male pattern baldness, the kind of guys whose most
violent physical activity, on an average day, is stapling.
They were driving normally, except that guy in front,
Roger One," was thoughtlessly going only about 65
miles per hour, which in Miami is the speed limit
normally observed inside car washes. So Roger Two
pulled up behind until the two cars were
approximately one electron apart, and honked his
horn.
Of course Roger One was not about to stru:id for
THAT. You let a guy honk at you, and you are
basically admitting that he has a bigger stapler. So
Roger One stomped on his brakes, forcing Roger Two
to swerve onto the shoulder, where, showing amazing
presence of mind in an emergency, he was able to
make· obscene gestures WITH BOTH HANDS.
At this point both Rogers accelerated to
approximately 147 miles per hour and began weaving
violently from lane to lane through dense rush-hour
traffic, each risking numerous lives in an effort to get
in front of each other, screaming and getting spit all
over their walnut dashboards. I quickly lost sight of
them, but I bet neither one backed down. Their coworkers probably wondered what happened to them.
· ''Where the heck is Roger?" they probably said later
that morning, unaware that, even as they spoke, the
dueling Rogers; still only inches apart, were
approaching the Canadian border.
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This is not unusual guy behavior. One time in a
Washington, D.C., traffic jam I saw two guys, also
driving nice cars, reach a point where their lanes
were Sl,J..pposed to merge. But neither one would yield,
_so they very slowly-we are talking maybe one mile
per hour - DROVE INTO EACH OTHER.
Other examples ofpointlessly destructive or hurtful
macho guy behavior include:
- Guys at sporting events getting into shoving
matches and occasionally sustaining fatal heart
attacks over such issues as who was next in line for
pretzels.
- Guys on the street making mouth noises at
woman.
-Boxing.
- Foreign Policy.
Why do guys do these things? One possible
explanation _is that they believe that women are
impressed. In fact, however, most women have the
opposition reaction to macho behavior. You rarely
hear women say things like, "Norm, when that vending
machine failed to give you a Three Musketeers bar
and you punched it so hard that you broke your hand

and we had to go to the hospital instead of to my best
friend's daughter's wedding, I became so filled with
lust for you that I nearly tore off all my clothes right
there in the emergency room." No, women are far
more likely to say: "Norm, you have the brains of an
Odor Eater."
But the real explanation for macho behavior is not
that guys are stupid. The real explanation is that
because of complex and S'Ubtle hormone-based
chemical reactlons occurring in their brains, guys
frequently ACT stupid. This is true throughout the
animal kingdom, where you have examples such as
male elks, who, instead of simply flipping a coin, will
bang their heads against each other for hours to see
who gets to mate with the female elk, who is on the
sidelines, filing her nails and wondering how she ever
got hooked up with such a moron species, until
eventually she gets bored and wanders off to bed. .
Meanwhile the guys elks keep banging into each
other until one of them finally "wins,'' although at
this point his brain, which was not exactly a steel trap
to begin with, is SO badly damaged that, in his
confusion, he will mate with the first object he
encounters, including shrubbery, which is why you
see F-O few baby elks around ..
Another example of macho animal behavior is guy
dogs, who are so dumb they make elks look like
Rhodes scholars. Every male dog firmly believes that
if he makes weewee in enough places, he be declared
Dominant Male Dog Of The Entire Earth and receive
a plaque plus valuable dog prizes, such as a bag
chicken heads. Of course since there are several
billion dogs in the competition, everybody is extremely
busy trying to stay ahead of everybody else. One time
I took a hike on a mountain with two male dogs
named Rubio and Moo Shu. Every three minutes
Rubio would carefully select a spot and establish his
dominance over it; then Moo Shu would come sprinting
from as far away as a mile away so that;despite having the
entire mountain to choose from, he could establish HIS
dominance- over the same four square inches previously
dominated by Rubio, who by now was several hundred
yards away, dominating anew spot, which Moo Shu would
then frantically sprint toward, and so the Baddest Hombre
on the planet. Ha ha! At least we hum~ males don't do
THAT. We don't need to. We have tanks.

The Frat House invites ATO AXA D< r.AE Kl:
Acacia TKE ITKA l:<I>E aT.6 <I>.60 and all the
other Fraternities and especially those lovely
Sorority ladies to the "Animal House" TOGA
Party Wed. the 6th. 25 cent drafts from 7to1 O.
Show the Frat House who the wildest Greeks
are!! Formerly Sweeny's

FIGI
The FIJl's are coming! Feb. 1-12.
Join UCF's newest fraternity
Call the Phi Gamma Delta hotline at 896·

1953
Zeta Tau Alpha
Thankx Sigma Chi for a great social Friday
night! Basketball game is tomorrow night at
8:30. Awards banquet is Saturday.
Lambda Chi and Zeta Teeter Totter 1991Let's have a blastl !

SWAT had an awesome time doing the
ROPES course at UBC this past Sat! Come
join out team I Meetings are Wed. at 5pm in
the Wellness Center. For SWAT info
please call X35841

Leading edge M-D Intel 8088 PC-XT 512K
Ram Hercules Graphics Monochrome 3.10
DOS Segate 32 Meg 8Mz. Afso software, 123,
WP51 , Quatro , etc..Asking $850 or BO. Call
249-4091 anytime

UCF Environmental Soc meets Tuesday
4pm SOL stud ctr: Feb. 5 speaker Bob
Wood ; Wed Feb. E? on Green-live music "2
Play 6" petitions; Sat Feb. 9 Trip to Wildlife
Ctr -Sam 277-9374

FOR SALE-ArtisVOffice workstation. Custom made 2 tone neutral laminate. lncludes
ligh t table, drafting/cutting board with steel
edge and multi storage areas. $2 ,750 or best
offer. Phone 365-7103.

UCF Traditional Martial Arts Club- Starting
beginners classes now!! ! Learn practical
self-defense Open to all styles & exp
levels. Classes are: M 4-6 SOL (by the cafe
& mailboxes) , W 4-6 SC211 . Call 2493920, 679-0391, or 282-4642 for more info.

FOR SALE-Smith Carena XE 5100 almost
new, 6 mo. use. Spell right, auto memory
correction, word erase. Manual included .
$200 or best offer. Phone 365-7103

Amnesty International Meetings
Human Rights in the Mideast
3:30 Wednesdays on the green
Newman Club
Enjoy a Mexican Pot-Luck Dinner with new
and old friends, Wednesday 7prn at the
House. For more info call 281-4438
Catholic Campus Ministry

Alpha Tau Omega
Congrats to Steve Walden I Hope your
conclave kicked butt! Remember out
brothers; John Cambell & Huy Le; in the
Middle East-Come home soon guys! Way
to go sweethearts-basketball studs.
Kappa Sigma
Cool party Saturday. Kappa Sigma soccer
rules! Keep up the good work guys.
Fundraiser tonight, see you there. Conclave
this weekend. Pi Phi, get ready for an
awesome party!
Pi Kappa Alpha
Convention in Miami was greatl!
Thank you to 50 brothers who went. We
had th e best attendance of any chapter.
Wear your j ersey tomorrow. Basketball this
week Time to Rule !
Lambda Chi Alpha
l lAllAllAllAllAllA llAllAllA
llA llA llAllAllAllAllAllAllA
DAllA llAllAllA l lA l lA llAllA
llAllAllA l lA l lA l lAllA l lA llA
llA llA llA J\t.A- TEETER TOTIER '911
IT'S COMING!!
THE GREEK GIFT EXPO
At the Holiday Inn-University
Feb. 12 10am-5pm
Large Selection of Greek
Sportswear*Gifts*Jewlery

A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. bldg.
room 140
Mid-week worship, all welc0me, Episcopal
Campus Ministry, Wed. noon, room 211, Student Ctr. Praying for peace; Justice,-Dr.
Ashmun Brown

8" Kentwood subs-Avtesome clarity & bass.
New $150+ sell for $90. Almost brand new.
Come here what they sound like. Ph 381-5540
ask for Danny
16mm Cannon Scoop1c Film Camera hardly
used, case included $225 Call Erik 644-4573
Lenses for sale fits Nikon SLR Perfect for a
low cost start! 50mm/28-$50 70-210/45-56
$100 75-300/4.5-5.6-$200 Call Kevin 2755488

Delta Sigma Pl
Special guest speaker this weekCommissioner Donegan. &:00 pm on
Wednesday. Don't be late
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Don't forget business mtgns on Sunday 5pm
be there . Pledges-3f1res is right around the
corner, get ready. Everybody get pumped
HERE COMES TEKE WEEK !

Escort radar .detector with carrying case and
two cords $100 823-4304

MALE to share house, 6mi to cam~:Js wash/
dry, micro. $195+1/2. 678-1738
M/F 2bd/2ba Altamonte Springs . $250 + 1/2
.util . 380-5967, 295-0992
Need female roommate(s) to rent Lg. room in
Chancellors Row Townhouse. $300 own
roorn/$200 share room. Pool, tennis, W/D,
Call Kara 380-7531
Nonsomker NO pets to share 3 bedroom
21/2 bath house near UCF/Martin Washer/
dryer $250 + 1/3 381-9495

* Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 available for immediate occupancy. Call DMV Properties inc. 657-1967
Duplex for rent-2 bed 2 bath with washer/
dryer, microwave and other full amenities.
$525/month . Call Fred at 682-7811 or 6231075
Townhouse Fox Hunt 2 bedroom 2 bath
four can live here. Washer & dryer in each
apt. Available now! To see call Martin
Goodman 422- 1111

Must Sell! 5 Drawer antique dresser good
condition. Also for sale- 6 drawer dresser
needs refinished and ladies bicycle in good
condition. Call 699-4359 for details

RPS needed P/f package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715
Tim Webber Catering is NOW HIRING !
Learn how to BARTEND
and make GREAT extra $$$!1
Call 645-2754
Don't miss thi s GREAT opportunity !
ENTRY-LEVEL PROFESSIONALS - No time
to find a job? Hundreds of jobs for students &
grads, by phone, 24 hrs. per day in 407 area.
New&uniqued1rectoryofjobhotlines. No900
#'s! Use your phone ANYTIME for JOB
SUCCESS! Rush $10 chk/mo to CAREERS
FLORIDA PO Box 950398, Lake Mary, FL
32795 ph:407-323-2700
CLERICAL: Wanted-a person who can read
and interpret constructlon specifications.
Some filing and typing. Flexible hours(20-30
per week) . C~ll 678-9490
Part-time sales help wanted
Ideal student hours (eves + Sat.)
$8.00 + hour for a self motivated individual
Call 657-5925 M.W.F. 9:30-10:30 AM or
leave msg. bus. hours
Part-time help wanted-set your own
hours-work out of your own home-a
unique opportunity for teachers and
students-CAii 407-262-2023
CAREER ORIENTATION
Explore the six-figure earning potential in
marketing + promotions phone 275-8532
RSVP

Free male dog 5 rnon 382-3262
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
F'rom the only class ring company with the
f1nanc1al strength of being a Fortune 500
corporation. Jostens! There is a difference;
look for itl It's Academic in the University
Shoppes.
5 cu ft refrigerator works well $50. Home
stereo BOW receiver, dual cassette turntable
· and speakers $295. Call Rob 275-0314

'88 Honda Prelude auto silver sunroof only
17,000 miles Vicki 381-9068 $9,500 fi rm
Scooter- Tom 365-3483 2,1 00 miles $400.00
'82 Chrysler 5th Ave looks and runs good
$2300 ~10 282-3862 after 6pm

Real Estate Assistant PIT, flexible hours
computer skills necessary(word processing,
data entry, files & spread sheets) Property
research, general clerical, secretarial Call
Jerry Hart, Hart Reality 679-8533

detail and workmanship are the best you'll
find . Jostens! There is a difference ; look for
it! It's Academic in the University Shoppes.
LITTLE ANGELS PRESCHOOL
Lic#B90-31
10006 Portale Ave/Near UCF
* Experienced Staff* Warm , Caring Env.
*FULL TIME $48 *$2/HR DROP IN
Transport to & from school 277-2153

WP.EDITING: $1 .25 & UP. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 2n·9600
Student documents and resumes . Sarne
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM Jetter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate
TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045
Quit typl ng ·Call Stress Alleviators Professional Iy typed & edited.
Written
proJects(terrns, resumes, etc) Call Barbara at
(407) 351 -0065.
Reasonable and fast 'typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, Rush jobs
NEED A TYPIST?
Call 295-0467/629-6959

Baby Sitter wanted $4.50 per hour 3
children 8 to 12 hrs per wk non smoker Call
Cindy 292-5851
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples, Maine.
Picturesque lake front locations, exceptional; facilities. Positions for heads and
assistants in tennis, baseball, basketball ,
soccer, lacross, street hockey, archery,
nfflrey , swimming (WSI), sailing SCUBA ,
canoeing, waterskiing, fi ne arts, ceramics,
crafts, 1ournal1sm , photography, backpacking , rockcl iming, nature study, dramatics,
music, radio and electronics, weight training ,
secretarail. Top salaries, room & board,
travel allowance . INTERVIEW WITH
TAKAJO'S DIRECTOR WEDNESDAY,
FEB. 13TH,9am to 4pm in LOBBY of UCF
GYM. Walk-ins welcome . Call campus
rep. at 407-823-4353 tor furt her into.

Lost sunglasses; prescription Wayfarers in
CEBA II , REWARD, Call John 365-3420

Skydive!!! Call Becky 678-0624
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
A college graduate? Wear your credentialsa college ring from Jostens ! There is a difference; look for it! It's Academic in the Univers ity
Shoppes

'86 Dodge Daytona, 41K, gray 5spd AC tilt
grille new tires, immaculate In and out
$3800, 679-0798
•
*Pontiac Excitement*
1985 Fiero GT, Black, all the toys, VS,
sunroof, $3975 Bob 823-8313
'86 Honda Civic DX 3Dr AC am/Im cassette.
Exel cond Enkie wheels. Metallic blue 71K mi
$3995 obo ph. 290-6402

Th ule surf racks barely used . List price new is
$140. Asking $1 00. Also 6'6" Pl ayalinda surfboard list price $280 No dings, asking $200
OBO. Call Marco 682-9363.

NishaShannon, I love you bunches, Mark P.S.
See you 1n my Christmas present.

1983 Dodge Omni A.G. looks and runs great
Call 679- 11 03
Childcare servicing students days or evenings. I am a UCF Alumni 365-4 315

For Sale by ONner-1 /2 Duplex 2Bdrm/2Bath
All appliances, UCF area. Appt only 2824487 or 269-0391 ($59,500)
Nikon 180 mm F2.8 Auto focus lens $550.00,
Nikon 85mm F1.8 Auto focus lens $295.00.
Call Mike 823-2601 Both still under warranty

To: Lisa-Happy Birthday! Love ya, Kim and

TAXES - I come to you. 327-9253 Ask for
Glen, even ings &weekends.
Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details .
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. !3-4628

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RIN.G
Yes , we have the "Gator Wrap" and the

.

Brett, for a tip on Barbie's location, meet me
in the Wi ld Pizza tonight for the juggler/
comedian Bill Fry at 9:00 SHARP! Don't let
Mutty have the last laugh! -Signed, Mr. X.
Mitchell Kaley: Some advice, grammar
classes are offered. Thanks for the Jetter of
support. Our next show opens Feb. 15.
The Theater Majors P.S. How's the
McJob?
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RUGBY

BUSH FIJI

FROM PAGE 16

came close to breaking away,
the Knights' defense halted the
attack.
Right wing Pete Wengerte
stopped many of Brevard's
attempts to drive the ball
forward.
Wengerte, the smallest UCF
player, charged his ·-oversized
opponents and brought them
down to the ground. Wengerte
used his speed and quick
judgement to defend.
Although the Knights
controlled the entire first half,
the first 40 minutes ended
scoreless.
During halftime, the
Knights gathered ori the field
and devised a few plays to
- - -"i· •

TOP 10 REASONS TO PLEDGE PHI GAMMA DELTA
10. TO BE A FOUNDING MEMBER OF THIS BRAND NEW FRATERNITY!
9. YOU LOVE GOLF AND JACK NICKLAUS, PAYNE STEWARD, HALE IRWIN
AND JERRY PATE ARE FIJIS!
8. YOU WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR LEADERSHIP SKILLS
f YOU WANT TO SERVE THE COMMUNITY AND MAKE NEW FRIENDS
6. BECAUSE FIJI FRATERNITY PROMOTES ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT!
5. YOU LIKE THE FIRST FIVE REASONS LISTED ABOVE!
4. JOHNNY CARSON, BOBBY RAHAL, ROGER PENSKE, ADMIRAL WILLIAM
CROWE AND NORMAN VINCENT PEALE ARE FIJI BROTHERS!
3. YOU'LL HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO SHAPE THIS NEW FRATERNITY
THE WAY YOU WANT!
2. BECAUSE THE FIJI'S COLORS ARE ROYAL PURPLE AND WHITE!
1. IT'S THE BEST DECISION YOU'LL MAKE EVER!!!

PID GAMMA DELTA, NICKNAMED 'THE FIJIS" ARE RECRUITING
THEIR FOUNDING.PLEDGE CLASS AT-UCF FROM FEB. 4-11

i4}

TUESDAY FEB. 5, 1991. .. 7-9PM
PI BETA PHI SORORITY, 4304 GREEK PK. DRIVE
WEDNESDAY FEB. 6, 1991. .. 7-9PM
KAPPA DELTA SORORITY, 4303 GREEK PK. DRIVE
THURSDAYFEB. 7, 1991 ... 7-9PM
DELTA GAMMA SORORITY, 4101 GREEK PK. DRIVE

.

-----

2981 ALAFAYA TR
OVIEDO, FL 32765
365-3085

LUBE OIL
..FILTER

JOIN US AT A RUSH FUNCTION...STOP BY OUR FIJI DISPLAY
TABLE ON C~PUS (NEAR THE LIBRARY).~.
TELL A FRIEND ABOUT PHI GAMMA DELTA. .. CALL THE FIJI
HOTLINE AT 893-7953 OR 823-2824•••
JOIN A WINNER!!!

MOST
CARS

•

$14.95WITH
· COUPON

•
••

c~~~~iE

IHI (Q) UJffi 1r (Q) WJI-N cG A UJ1r (Q)
IR?JE JF A JI ffi
AUJ1r (Q) II)) JE 1r AJIJL JING
10% UCF DISCOUNT

•••••••••••••••••

)"

counteract Brevard's defense.
UCF had a tough time
initiating its p Ian at the start of
the second half perhaps due to
the intensity of the Brevard
team.
Apparently, the Brevard
team had done some talking at
halftime, too. Brevard pushed
the ball close to the goal line
several times before the Knights
could attack. About halfway through the
second half, UCF made a string
of crucial errors.
The Knights were penalized
for illegal play three consecutive
times. This allowed Brevard to
move 30 yards down the field.
Given the fact that Brevard
was now in field-goal range, it
. elected· to kick. The kick was
good and gave the Brevard squad
a 3-0 lead.

' TIBBITTS

RUSH SCHEDULE ·

13

6400 UNIVERSITY BVLD.
WINTER PK, FL 32792
677-7190

················BRAKE
SPECIAL
$69.95 PER AXLE
$79.95 METALLIC

••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5th @ 9 PM
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12th

~CARL

ROSEN

·~ Hifih energy rock-n-roll in
·the tradition of Billy Joel
and Elton John.

9 gm Wild Pizza
•

r

Overnight
CANOE TRIP
CAMPING WITH
FRIENDS

·~~~ --:

·~
-- ~

~:; ~ ),

FOR MORE INFO CALL _)l.('- -~ ·
823-2~11
--L·
I

c:-~

· X
-

-----

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 7th.
Jumping Jack Flash

SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 10th
War Games
MONDAY .
FEBRUARY 11th
Ferris Bueller's
Day Off
Al I movies are ·
shown at 6:30 &
9:00 pm in the
Wild Pizza unless
otherwise noted.
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LEEKS

SWEEP

FROM PAGE 16

FROM PAGE 16

two points for the team. I want to win games,"
he said. 'We haven't had a winning season
since I've been here and I'd like to have one."'
Leeks came to UCF from Marianna High
School in Greenwood.
Former UCF coach Phil Carter -recruited
Leeks. Temple also showed an interest in
recruiting him.
A popular player with the fans as well as his
teammates, Leeks' future is looking up.
He has developed an inside game other than
just slamming the ball home as he has displayed
more of a variety of hook shots and short
jum:!lers.
"Kenny's dream is to play in the NBA,"
Phillips said.
.
"He knows he has a long way to go but he has
covered a lot of ground," he said.
Dean said, "He has the NBA physical ability.
If he dedicates himself over the summer and if
he has an outstanding senior season, he has a
shot at the NBA I think he could definitely play
professionally overseas."
Leeks said he is going to take advantage of
whatever opportunity he can.
A psychology major, he said he plans to
pursue a master's degree if a basketball career
does not pan out.

the bullpen to keep the game
close, but Damian Torino
greeted reliever Chris Constable
with a homer to left.
Constable then hit the next
two batters, Bret Barker and
Kiki Antonini, befor~ he was
replaced. Chip Jones came on
and walked Ernie Martinez then
gave up a bases-clearing double
to Eric Martinez.
"I thought the two keys of the
game were Torino's home run
and as insign~~~t as it see!Ds,

OPENER
FROM PAGE 16

David Fischer closed out the
final inning of the game setting
down Rollins in order.
On offense, the Martinez
prothers led the Knights. Ernest
went2-for-3, scored one run and
had two RBis. Eric went 1-for-3
and also had two RBis.

"It':S go:ing to be hard to pitch
around them [the Martinez
brothers]," Bergman said. 'The
hitters in front of them are good ·
and so are those behind them."
Antonini also had two RBis
for the Knights and Chad
Mattola drove in one. ·
Ernie Martinez was not
expected to play iri Saturday's
game due to a shoulder injury.
But before the game, Gregg

Barker getting hit by the pitch,"
UCF Coach Jay Bergman said.
"It kept the rally going."
Barker reached base his first
four times up and 7-of-10 times
in the two-game series. He stole
three bases and scored twice.
Jimmy Still, pitching for th~
first time in two years, went
seven innings. He gave up two
runs and four hits.
"It feels great. It doesn't feel
like two years," Still said. "I
played last summer and I feel a
. lot stronger." Todd Grande and
Todd Affricano pitched the last
two innings.

SEMINAR:

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR
STUDY TECHNllOUES
for
COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY

SUCCESS
You too can improve your success. both in and out of the classroom. Attend this
seminar and learn how to make your study and learning time more productive and
effective.

WHO SHOULD ATIEND:
Any person desiring to improve their skills in acquiring knowledge and information.
Graduate students, Undergraduates, Professors . and Administrators can benelit. Tt1is
seminar is especially beneficial to persons who are contemplating returning to classes
tor work skills enhancement or to continue their education.

,,
.,

SEMINAR LEADER:
Your seminar leader is Dave Matson whose diverse background includes industrial,
academic, and governmen1 service experience. Dave's unique combination of past
work environments allows him to provide you this learning experii,,nce lrom several
complementary poinls of view.

Castaldo injured his ankle,
putting Ernie Martinez back in
the lineup.
"I think Castaldo will be out
for the rest of the month,"
·
Bergman said.
The next home game will be
at3 p.m. Tuesday ag~nst South
Florida.
Bergman said with a smile
after the game, "One down, 59
to go."

Seminar fee is only $ 34 .~ (cash at the door) which includes a booklet of the material
presented. There will only be four presentations of this seminar given in the UCF area
in February.
LOCATION:
Holiday Inn UCF
WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
12 125 High Tech Ave.
Setting Your future • Relationships of Vi sions , Goals, - Across from the universiiy
and Objectives • The Basic Elements ' Compon enls of
in lhe Quadrangle
Learning • Levels _of Understanding ' What Level r---=-Pr-es-en,...,tat,--ion-s.,....,,&,...,.2----,
Should You Be At? • Systems Concept · How 10 Derive a
Wednesday
System From Scratch • Problem Solving Techiques ·
February 131 h
1:OO P.M. 10 4:00 P.M.
Applicable 10 All Types of Situations. Both In and Oui of Th e
Classroom • Doing The Numbers & The Words •
7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Methodologies for Handling Math Problems and Term
Presentallons 3 & 4
Paper Writing • Study Techniques • How to Prepare for
Thursday
February 14th
Classes and Exams
1:OO P.M. to 4:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M. lo 10:00 P.M.
Registration begins 45 minutes prior to each presentation

- ·-·-- -

MINORITY
INTERNSHIP ·

STATE

••

SLirrimer Program
I NSU RA .NC E

Interview Date

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES

FEB. 13 ~ 21, 1991

Interview Loca~ion CARl;l;R RESOURCE CENTER
PURPOSE:

A NON-SALES POSITION

•
--~- ·--·

The State Farm Insurance Companies have a SurJ.1mer Minority Internship Program which is aimed at: .

*

*
*

Providing minority coilege students. completingJhe.ir.J_LJNIOR year, opportunity to work and gain business exposure in the
insurance industry.
.
..
..
Giving meaningful summer employment to student interns plus an opportunity to save money for fall schooling .
Allow State Farm management and the intern to examine mutual interesf in future career employment with State Farm .

SELECTION. OF INTERNS:

PROGRAM CONTENT:

Candidates completing -the i-r- junior year will be ·
selected for the intern program in cooperation with
various college placement directors and faculty
members. Interviews will be held on campus. Or,
can-didates · may apply directly to State Farm's
Regional Office . Selection will b'e based· on
credentials and interests of the applicants.

The interns will receive · an orientation to State Farm
an? t.he in.su.r ance industry. They will obtain on the job
tr~ining similar to that of an insurance claim adjuster
and become familiar with thefr department's role
within the company.

COMPENSATION:

Th~ interns will receive approximately $10.00 an hour.
LOCATION AND LENGTH OF PROGRAM:
fig-ure will increase with increases in the
This
Interns will work in State Farm's various claims offices
consumer
price index.
located between Gainesville and Miami , beginning early June and concluding mid-August or later
CORINNE RUSSO
Yvette Griffin
depending on availability.
COORDINATOR CAREER
Field Personnel Representative
If yo·l:l' ar~ compl~ting your junior year and are
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
2500 Sand Lake
CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
interested in an interview, please contact:
Orlando , FL 32809
·
823-2732
(407) ~SQ-4525

•
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Thursday's results

Men's Basketball Standings

Wisconsin-Milwaukee 88, UCF 87
Wisconsin-Milwaukee (88): Doss 7-14 7-9 21,
McDadeB-25 5-7 24, Greene4-51-410, Edmonds46 0-0 8, Schultz 4-9 1-1 10, Johnson 2-6 4-4 10,
Agbagi 0-0 3-4 3, Perine 1-1 0-02. Totals 30-6621-29

.

88.

Conference
L
7
0
4
3
4
3
4
3
2
5
2
5
1

"""

w

New Orleans
~

. Lamar
Arkansas State
Louisiana Tech

•

Overall

SW Louisiana
UT Pan American

:s

UCF

Pct .

w

1.000
.571
.571
.571
.286
.286
.167

19
15
13
14
15
5

L
3
7
7
·8
7
15

7

11

Pct
.864
.682
.650
.636
.682
.250
.389

UCF (87): Hinson 2-1O0-2 4, 'Boles 3-5 4-4 10,
Leeks 8-1f6-8 22, Haynes 3-12 5-6 12, Phillips 8-11
2, 3 21, Hammerberg 0-0 O·O 0, Breunlg .1-4 1-2 3,
Tormohlen 2· 7 7-9 13, Roberson 0-1 0-0 0, Denmon
0-0 2-2 2. Totals 27-81 27-36 87.
Halftime: UCF 44, Wisconsin-Milwaukee 38. 3point goals-Wisconsin-Milwaukee 7-19 (Johnson 26, Doss 0-1 , Sch ultz, McDade 3-9, Greene 0-1). UCF
6-20 (Phillips 3-5, Hinson 0·4, Haynes 1-5, Breunig 01). Fouled out-Schultz, Hinson, Boles, Haynes. Rebounds - Wisconsin-Mllwau.kee 35 (Doss 10). UCF
46 (Leeks 11 ). Assists - Wisconsin-Milwaukee 14,
UCF 14. Total fouls-Wisconsin-Milwaukee 23, UCF
22. Technical fouls -None. A-1,016.

~

Conference
w
L
0
7

Sunday's results

Lamar
t"'

5
5
' 3

Louisiana St.
New Orleans
Arkansas St.

2
2

4
5
5

2
1
1

SW Louisiana
UCF
UTPA

UCF 9, Rollins1

Overall
Pct
1.000
.714
.714

.429
.286
.167
.143

6

w

L
2
6
9
6
15
10
14

1B
11
11
13
3
6
5

Pct
.905
.647
.550
.684
.167
.475
.263

.(:;

UCF is slowly gaining national notice. In a recent issue
of The Sporting News, D~nny Hinson and Sinua Phillips were
mentioned as two players who came out of nowhere. ·Hinson
mocked indignation when told.
Str~aking no more
The University of New Orleans' winning streak was stopped
at 17 gameswith an 84-83 loss to TUiane in double overtime last
Monday. New Orleans, which won the conference last season,
remains undefeated in conference play:

An upsetting victory

•tr

Women's Basketball Standings

Where did they corne from?

011ODO601-911 0
UCF
010 ODO 000~1 43
ROLLINS
Brockett, Constable (7), Jones (7), Stringer (9)
and Cecere. Heisler, Grande (8), Affricano (9) and
Torino, Richardi. Hitters-Rollins: Cecere 1-3. UCF :
Eric Martinez 2·4 RBI 2B, Torino 1-3 2RBI HR. Barker
2-3 2R. Records-Rollins 0·2, UCF 2-0.

Saturday's results
UCF 8, ROLLINS1
RO.LLINS .

001 001 000-1 5 1
100 002 50x-8 7 1
Cole, Oaklyn (6), Hahn (6), Jones and Cecere.
Heisler, Fisher (9) and Richardi, Torino (9). HittersRollins: Barnick 2· 2 RB I, Howatt 1-2. UCF : Barker 13 3R, Ernest Martinez 2-3 2B 2 RBI, Eric Martinez 13 2B 2 RBI. Records-Ro llins 0-1, UCF 1·0.

UCF

One reason UCF joined the American South is because
the ASC is a young, up-and-coming conference with teams
capable of competing with the best in the country. That was
proven true Jan. 22, when SW Louisiana defeated Oklahoma, .
then ranked No. 13. It was Oklahoma's second.loss at home in
four seasons.

UCF? Never heard of it
Tari Phillips, UCF's senior center, ranks eighth in the
nation in rebounding. That statistic came from the Feb. 1 issue
of The National. BL.it' few people will know .that Phillips goes to
UCF, as she was the only player not to be identified with her
school. The National gets the statistics off the AP wire.· The
National said it will make sure Phillips will be identified with UCF
in the future .
·

A free lesson
In 10 statistical catagoriies, the only one in wh ich UCF
does not hav~ a player in the top 1Ois free-throw percentage .
Anthony Haynes shoots72 percent from the line (which would
be seventh) but his 48 attempts are not enough to qualify
among the leaders. However, UCF is fifth of seven teams.

•
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RIDING $15 AN HOUR

1.

1

+.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$3 OFF WITH COUPON ON
WEEKENDS
$10 OFF 1/2 DAY RIDE
$5 OFF WEEKDA vs

FL YING UNICORN RANCH
''Horseback Rid ing At It's Best"

·I
"' I

, .'· , ·

'-

Horses By The Hour • Moonlight Rides •· Ponies For Parti es
Hay Rides & Cookouts• Lots Of .Trails & Open Spaces
Please Call For Reservation s
3550 W . R. 46
STEVE CHARRON

s

Sanford. _FL 32771

. (407) 322--5501

I

I

L ----~~lll!!...!1!1!.'!1!111!" ~ ---------·..l
At
we make
cuts like
these in
Orlando

seven days
a week.

Saturday's results
UCF 4, BREVARD 3
BREVARD
UCF

O 3
O 4

-

3
4

compiled by Roy Fuoco

Brevard- kick.
UCF - Czachowski try (kick failed)

10% DISCOUNT with valid UCF ID
FREE UNIFORM NO REGISTRATION FEE
(WITH ENROLLMENT IN 'A NY REGULAR PRICE PROGRAM)

~00
'fA~R

DAY - EVENING.: WEEKEND CLASSES
--~~~~~~~-

7550 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(UNIVERSITY &
GOLQENROD)
657-5422

TAKE PRIVATE LESSONS:

*EARN BLACK BELT MORE
QUICKLY
*TRAIN FOR CHAMPIONSHIPS
(NATIONAL, WORLD, OLYMPIC)

GRANDMASTER JOO-YUL OH
BTH DEGREE BLACK BELT
MASTER'S-DEGREE .IN .
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
40 YEARS EXPERIENCE
TRAINED 8 OFFICIAL WORLD
CHAMPIONS!

ORLANDO SHAKESPEARE AT
ST.RATFORP-UPON-AVON
A THEATER/LECTURE TOUR
MAY 1i TO 18, 1991.
PRESENTED BY · ORLANDO SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL AND THE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA,
AND THE SHAKESPEARE CENTRE AT STRATFORD UPON-AVON.
,
ALL-INCLUSIVE COST PER PERSON, DOUBLE OCCUP ANCY ...$1795.00 (SINGl:E SUPPLEMENT $70.00) PRICES INCLUDE AIRFARE

But we don't
make cuts
like these
everyday!

__________ T _________ _
$6.95 ADULT CUT*

I.

(Regulally $7.95l

I.

No appointment needed.
Good thru Feb. 18, 1991
"Good only with coupon Not valid with any other otter

.I

I

$19.95 PERM
or BODY WAVE*

Appointment recommer:ided.
Long hair 8 specia lty wraps slightly ex t ra.

I Good thru Feb. 18, 1991
I "GoOd only with coupon Not valid with any other otter

COST CUTTEIS® I COST CUTTEIS®

WHAT'S INCLUDED:
ROUND-TRIP AIRFARE ON KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES, ORLANDO/LONDON/ORLANDO, BED AND BREAKFAST
ACCOMODATION IN LOCAL GUESTHOUSE FOR 6 NIGHTS, 6, 3 COURSE DINNERS IN GUESTHOUSE, TOP PRICE
TICKETS FOR TWO PRODUCTIONS AT THE MAIN HOUSE AND TWO PRODUCTION AT THE SWAN THEATER ; A FULL
SCHEDULE OF PRE-PERFORMANCE LECTURES AND POST-PERFORMANCE DISCUSSIONS OF THESE PRODUCTiONS WITH MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY OF THE SHAKESPEARE BIRTHPLACE TRUST AND THE StiAKESPEAHE
INSTITUTE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM, WITH A NUMBER OF SESSIONS OF A "QUESTION & ANSWER"
KIND WITH MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY,
ROUND-TRIP AIRPORT TRANSFERS, INCLUDING A HALF-DAY EXCURSION TO THE SHAKESPEARE PROPERTIES
OUTSIDE STRATFORD AND STOP AT WARWICK AND KENILWORTH CASTLES, FULL DAY EXCURSION TO OXFORD,
WITH A STOP AT BLENHEIM ON THE WAY, ENTRANCE FEES JO ALL PROPERTIES TO BE VISITED, A BACKSTAGE
TOUR AT THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE THEATER , AND MEMBERSHIP AT HALL'S CROFT CLUB,
ONE SESSION WITH THE STRATFORD RENAISSANCE DANCE COMPANY.

An honest haircut at an honest price"." _L An honest haircut at an. honest price'."

COST CUTTERS®
PUBLIX/ECKERD CENTER
U~ iversity

•
•

679·6766

Blvd. & Dean Rd.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Monday-Friday
9am-8pm
Saturday
9am-6pm
Sunday
12 Noon-6pm

OR CALL: .
AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVEL RELATED
SERVICES COMPANY, INC.
200 S. ORANGE AVE: SUN BANK CENTER
ORLANDO, FL 32801 (4-07) 843·0004
FAX (407) 843-1509

1-800-533-8863

YES. I WOULD LIKE TO SIGN UP FOR THE
SHAKESPEARE AT STRATFORD THEATER TOUR
MAY 11-18, PLEASE SEND ME DETAILS ...
NAME------------------------------------------------------AD DRESS-•-------------------------------------------- ----PHONE-----------------------

____ ,.. --- ·- ------- - ______ ....... -- ..

·

•
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UCF sweeps Rollins in county classic
Martinez brothers lift Knights in opening game
by D. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Knights pulled off an 8-2
victory in their season opener against
Rollins College Saturday at the UCF
Baseball Complex.
"It was·a great opener for us, for two
reasons. One, we've both had the same
amount of time .[for practice]
weatherwise; and two; it's a good crosscountyrivalry,"UCFCoachJay Bergman
said. 'They'll always play hard against
us - probably harder than [they play]
_
anyone else."
Down 2-1, the Knights used seven
runs in the sixth and seventh innings to
put the Tars away.
. ..
In the bottom ofthe sixth, the Knights
put together a two-run rally. BrettBarker
walked to lead off, advanced on Kiki
Antonini's sacrmce grounder and stole
third. He scored on Ernie Martinez's
single.
Martinez then scored on his brother
Eric's double:
The Knights exploded in the bottom of
· the seventh, when they sent nine men to
the plate.

K~ights

take series
with 6-run 7t~ inning

The Tars used .three pitchers in the
inning. They gave up one hit, walked five
by Roy Fuoco
and had one wild pitch. The Knights
SPORTS
EDITOR
scored five runs that inning.
UCFbeld the Tars the last two innings
and walked away·with its first victory of
The UCF baseball team rallied fo1-.
the season.
six runs in the seventh inning and deThe Knights started quickly by scoring
feated the Tars, 9-1, Sunday afternoon
in the first irµiing. Barker led off with a
at Alfond Stadium.
single and later scored on. Ernie
The Knights rolled a lucky seven
Martinez's double to left field.
against Rollins College for the second
'Rollins answered it with a run in the
consecutive game.
.
third inning when S,cott Howat hit a
The. victory gave UCF a two-gamaa
single into right field and advanced to
sweep of Rollins and the title in the
second on a ·walk. He then took third on
Orange County Classic. In two games,
a sacrifice bunt and scored on a deep fly
UCF scored 11 runs on four hits in the
ball to left field.
·
seventh inning against the Tars.
Both teams were then held scoreless
In Sunday's game, UCF scored six
until the sixth inning, when the Tars
runs on three hits. Leading 2-1, the
took a 2-1 lead.
Knights sent nine batters to the plate jni,
Roy fuuc:u1C.Er~ THAL rLUniuA i-'u I UHt:::
James Barnick got on base with a
the inning.
"It was a very good college game for a
. drag bunt and scored on a throwing error Bret Barker crosses home for the tying
after Carmine Cappuccio's single. run in the 6th inning.
while," Rollins Coach.Boyd Coffie said.
Cappuccio was injured on the play when
''They're like a loaded gun. They can gir1
.rounding first base and was carried off runs, on~ of which ·was unearned. He off at any moment."
the field.
Chip Hummel began the rally with a
also struck out three and walked just
Lawrence Heisler, who had a 3.22 two.
one-out single to left field. Coffie went t r.
·
··ERA last year, won .his first game by
going eight innings and giving up two
. see OPENER page 14
se_e SWEEP page 14

Leeks, focaJ point
for UCF basketball,
keeps improving·
byGlenn Carrasquillo

Knights ·
fall ·stiort

vs. uw.·M
by Glenn Ca.rrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ·

"At first there was a lot of
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
pressurefor metoplaywellhere
The Rlinning Knights were
at UCF," Leeks said."But things
outscored 50-43 in the second
. UCF center Ken Leeks has are getting better-a lot better:"
· half en route to a 88-87 loss t1f.
been climbing a ladtj.er for the
Leeks, who leads the Knights
the Wisconsin-Milwaukee .
Running Knights basketball with 18.1 points and 10.1
Panthers Thursday in the UCF
team.
rebounds per game, helps to give
gymnasium before 1,016 fans . .,
He . -started at the bottom, UCF basketball respect as a
''We didn't make the plays a
along with the UCF basketball member of NCAA Division I.
good team makes to win gam~s.
program, where it was at the
In UCF's first year as a
We don't have a good team right
time of his freshman year, and member of the American South
now,''UCFCoachJoe Dean said~
he has been ascending steadily. Conference, Leeks has been
The Knights had .hop'ed for
Leeks has led the Knights in among the scoring and
some revenge on a 86-84 loss to
scoring, rebounding and blocked rebounding leaders.
shots in his :ijrst two seasons.
the Panther s · Dec.15 ir:i ·
Through 16 games, he ranked
·Milwaukee.
·
AB a freshman, he led UCF second in the league in rebounds
''We lost a close game to them
with 14.7 points, 7.4'rebounds (9.8) , third in field-goal
at their home court and felt we
and 24 blocks, and 15.0, 9.0 and percentage (58.5).and fourth in
30, respectively, as a sophomore. scoring (18.1).
had a good chance to beat theni
The UCF basketball posted
at home," point guard Sinua
He was second in steals with
records of 7-20 and 7-21 those 2.3 per game.
Phillips said. ''We just couldn't
years.
hold on to the lead and the~
Leeks' field-goal percentage
closed the gap· in the second
This year, Leeks again leads is a reversal oflast season's slide.
half."
the Knights in those ~ategories He shot 50.5 percent a year ago,
and has recently passed the after sl).{)oting 57.9 percent as a
The Running Knights came
1,000-point scoring mark.
out strong in the first half and·
fre·shman.
He became the eighth player
led by as many as 14 points but
"I think the reason for
to ~ccomplish that feat at UCF. 'iniprovementhas come from the Ken Leeks has steadily improved since his freshman year. He will' could not hold off the Panthers.
He is currently in seventh place coaches," Leeks said. 'They }\ave have one more year of eligibility after this season .
· Phillips scored 21 points a~
. in all-time scoring behind . helped _me a great deal. I also
he connected on 8-of-11 from
Bennie Shaw, who scored 1,197 have better players around me said, "I've seen Kenny get better
Leeks downplays his CiiOWd- the field including2-of-3 from 3points while at UCF.
now. I ruso work hard during ·with every game this season. I pleasing slams and said there-is point range. His two 3-pointers
"Kenny has been a focal point the summer with weights and can throw the ball anywhere a lot more for him· and the came in the last seven second~
for this program for the past individual basketball workouts, inside and he'll come· up with Knights to reach for.
for the final score.
·
"IfI
would
three seasons,~' UCF Coach Joe as well as pick-up games."
have
hit
both
ends
one of those thunder dunks. His
''The dunks are just another
Dean said.
of one and one before that, w~
Point guard Sinua Phillips physical talents are unlimited."
see LEEKS page-14 would have tied the game,"
Phillips said.
''We played well in the second
half, but UCF wouldn't buckle' '
kicked the ball low toward the goal line Czachowski scored so close to the sidelines. They made it close at the end,"
by Matt Mccredie
while his teammate· Joe Czachowski
Unlike football, in which the extra point Panther Coach Steve Antrim
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
followedit. Becausethedefensebadalready is always kicked form the center of the field, said.
. .
,
The Knights were again led
The UCF Rugby Club broke ahead of the committed,itcouldnotretreatfaste!lough. ~he conversion in rugby has to line up with
''Theykeptonchargingusin thefirsthalf," - the point from which the score was made. by Ken Leeks, who chipped in
Brevard team in the final minutes Saturday
. Czachowski said. ''We figured they wouldn't
Fourpoints proved to be enough as UCFheld 22 points and 11 rebounds.
and won 4-3.
be
looking
for
a
kick
down
the
line."
on
to
the lead for the remainder of the match.
Other Knights in double:i
During the last few minutes of play, the
The play worked a$ Czachowski ran to
During the first half, the Knights figures were Tom Tormohlen (13
Knights made a run for a score.
Travis Kap las finally was able to try the theballandtouchedittothegoalline.This dominated the ball. Their front line points), Anthony Haynes (12)
.· prevented Brevard from getting th·e and Mike Boles. (10).
~
play they had thought of at halftime. gave the Knights a 4-3 lead.
Matt Sherbondy attempted the ball across midfield. When Brevard
The Panthers also placed five
Brevard' s defense had been over-committing
conversion point but missed. It was
players in double figures led by
in the first hal£
probably
a
difficult
kick
because
see
RUGBY
page
13
Von
McDade's 24 points.
When faced with the defense, Kaplas

Brevard can't trY against UCF Rugby Club

•

